Towards high-accuracy infrared radiance estimates, measurement practices and processing techniques aimed to achieve quantitative image fusion using a set of multi-exposure images of a static scene are reviewed. The conventional non-uniformity correction technique is extended, as the original is incompatible with quantitative fusion. Recognizing the inherent limitations of even the extended non-uniformity correction, an alternative measurement methodology, which relies on estimates of the detector bias using self-calibration, is developed. Combining data from multi-exposure images, two novel image fusion techniques that ultimately provide high tonal fidelity of a photoquantity are considered: 'subtract-then-fuse', which conducts image subtraction in the camera output domain and partially negates the bias frame contribution common to both the dark and scene frames; and 'fuse-then-subtract', which reconstructs the bias frame explicitly and conducts image fusion independently for the dark and the scene frames, followed by subtraction in the photoquantity domain. The performances of the different techniques are evaluated for various synthetic and experimental data, identifying the factors contributing to potential degradation of the image quality. The findings reflect the superiority of the 'fuse-then-subtract' approach, conducting image fusion via per-pixel nonlinear weighted least squares optimization.
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Introduction
Infrared (IR) radiometry is a nondestructive, noncontact evaluation technique used increasingly in diagnostics and monitoring. IR radiometry devices are sensitive to a certain sub-band of the spectrum (0.7-14 µm), depending on the detector technology. These devices range from pyrometers to cameras capable of thermal imaging. The main difference between these two device families is the implicit spatial averaging of signals done by the pyrometers. In contrast, cameras are able to resolve surface details, providing radiation gradients between neighboring pixels. However, the increased spatial resolution makes the readings more susceptible to noise, consequently requiring additional data processing. To a varying degree of accuracy, thermal imaging is utilized in many applications such as remote sensing, medicine, gas detection, metallurgy, etc [1] [2] [3] . The IR signal detected by a camera is an aggregation of different factors whose origin and optical pathway are depicted schematically in figure 1. The signal corresponds to the received radiant intensity, which consists of radiation emitted or transmitted by the optics. The transmitted radiation is a superposition of stray radiation and the observed object's radiosity after spectral attenuation by the optics. The influencing parameters include properties of the ambiance and the optical path (such as temperature, composition, airflow and distance), the optics (such as spectral transmissivity, focus, depth of field, and aberrations), as well as of the camera (such as electronic noise). A commonly encountered electronic noise type is known as fixed pattern noise (FPN), a spatial phenomenon related to modern manufacturing techniques that yield devices with pixel-to-pixel offset and responsivity nonuniformities [4] . As a result of noise and parasitic signals, a target of perfectly homogenous radiative exitance does not induce a uniform response across all pixels. Consequently, distinguishing solely the object's exitance from the aggregate signal is not a trivial task, which should be addressed both by image acquisition and processing methods [5] .
In order to mitigate some of these effects, video-and imageprocessing efforts often employ so-called 'image subtraction', where the pixel values of the image are offset by another frame. In the scope of motion detection in video streams, image subtraction is usually called 'background subtraction' and is done using a subtrahend image of a static scene [6] . In contrast, when the subtrahend image is taken with a closed shutter (or any equivalent method of blocking the incoming radiation), the procedure is known as 'dark-frame subtraction', which improves radiance estimates in individual IR images [7] . A dark frame taken at an integration time close to zero is called a bias frame (BF), and is often used to compensate for the constant offset contribution of the FPN.
Another common technique is the non-uniformity correction (NUC) procedure, the purpose of which is to correct for pixel-to-pixel gain and offset variations, to replace bad pixels and to negate internal reflections within the camera (Narcissus effect) [8] . Calibration-based NUC requires several 'reference points' serving as interpolation anchors, obtained by modifying the total exposure of the image [9] . A linear (or a piecewiselinear) relation between the radiant power input and the detector output signal is commonly assumed, and in following, all pixels are brought to a 'consensus' via the introduction of per-pixel correction parameters. Thereby, the different response curves of all pixels ideally collapse onto a single function. In reality, the implicit linearity assumption of detector response (which forms the so-called 'reciprocity law') is not satisfactory for quantitative measurements [7, [10] [11] [12] . Even when the NUC coefficients are sufficient approx imations for a specific signal range, they need to be readjusted due to changes in scene flux and the slow time-dependent drift (order of days) in FPN.
The choice of integration time (known as 'metering') prescribes the detectable radiation range (dynamic range) and its resolution. Inevitably, under certain settings, some radiance values might suffer from low resolution or lie outside the measurement range entirely. This problem is commonly encountered in conventional photography, where it is often resolved via 'image fusion', a family of techniques where a set of images is combined into a single frame with improved properties [13] . For example, when an object scene contains sources with large radiance differences, the span of which is beyond the dynamic range of any single integration time, a technique called 'superframing' can be utilized [14] . It consists of capturing a set of differently exposed images and combining them by mapping pixel values from the frames with the highest integration time in which the digital level is within the dynamic range.
The generalized form of superframing is called high dynamic range (HDR) imaging, where each final pixel value results from the blending of multiple frames. The particular details of the specific HDR scheme depend on the user's end goal, which often focuses on things other than the faithful capture of irradiance, including the creation of visually appealing images, achieving short calculation time, or mimicking the human visual system [15] . Such techniques pursue objectives that compromise on accuracy of irradiance data, making them incompatible with quantitative analyses. The task of bringing digital levels from different exposure images to a truly comparable scale is non-trivial. Nevertheless, this can be addressed by studying the camera response function to characterize how the measurement system responds to different incoming radiations [16] . This process, known as 'radiometric calibration', allows the mapping of values from differently-exposed images onto a domain of 'photoquantity' that is neither photometric nor radiometric [17] . Processing methods for recovering the photoquantity are quantitative in nature, and are geared towards minimizing error propagation. Towards that end, different image weighting schemes for a set of integration times that maximize SNR were investigated in the visual spectrum [18, 19] , in addition to the guidelines for the selection of an optimal number and duration of exposure times [20] .
Although it was attempted in the past to include radiometric information in NUC to improve its performance [21] , the application of image fusion to the IR spectrum has not received much attention, despite its potential metrological value. In one of the only works on the subject, a NUC-assisted superframing scheme was investigated [22] . Based on NUC at two reference temperatures, scaled pixel values were mapped from different integration time images. The dynamic range of the temperature measurements was successfully extended. However, it was also demonstrated that the temperature estimation error depends on the choice of calibration temperatures. In reality, this stems from the usage of a linear model to approximate the nonlinear pixel response, where the intermediate and extrapolated radiations are mispredicted. Relying on signal linearity and on-site calibration, a recent experimental investigation attempted to combine information from multiple exposures to reduce the effect of motion blur on temperature measurements [23] . In this light, there seems to be a gap in IR image fusion techniques that prioritize data fidelity.
Motivation
Building upon the experience of the HDR imaging community concentrated around consumer photography, the current work investigates pathways towards conducting quantitative image fusion in IR radiometry. The present effort is particularly focused on increasing measurement accuracy by improving tonal fidelity and better characterization of signal contributors. In order to negate the effects of unwanted additive contributions (such as parasite radiation and/or electronic noise), two new data acquisition methods are explored. In each method, differently-exposed images are brought to a scale compatible with image fusion, based on the typical pixel response of InSb detectors. The resulting data is processed by two novel blending techniques, where information at each pixel is a combination of the set of multiple integration-time frames, absent of spatial operations. Characterizing the performance of various methods, the error propagation through the different algorithms is evaluated first over synthetic data and then validated experimentally.
Experimental setup
Infrared radiation measurements are conducted using a FLIR SC7600 mid-wave IR camera with an InSb detector. The focal plane array consists of an SCD Pelican sensor [24] , connected to a 14-bit A/D. Optics include the FLIR ATS L0118 lens, and a narrow bandpass filter with central wavelength of 3.46 µm situated inside the camera's internal filter wheel. Further details about the optical configuration are found in table 1.
In order to estimate the camera readout noise, datasets of 100 full-frame images were obtained with a closed lens lid for 52 different integration times (IT). The lowest IT was set to the minimum value allowed by the camera (0.2 µs), and the highest value was chosen such that the image was fullysaturated (7900 µs). Every set of 100 output frames, expressed in arbitrary units of digital level (DL), was reduced in a pixelwise manner to two maps: ensemble mean (µ DL ) and standard deviation (σ DL ). The resulting µ DL and σ DL maps were then filtered of outliers (the extreme 0.005% or 16 pixels on each end), and averaged spatially-to obtain the representative mean values µ µ and µ σ ,
where the spatial averaging operator, is defined as Figure 2 portrays the variations of both SNR (defined here as µ µ /µ σ ) and µ σ with respect to µ µ . The resulting scatter was empirically fitted with the following models: 
where parameter values (with 95% confidence bounds) are
and the goodness of the fit is given by R 2 0.9998. According to manufacturer guidelines, DL values are only to be considered reliable (i.e. free of saturation effects) below ~12000. However, based on a visual assessment of the images and their histograms, data points at µ µ < 13 200 did not exhibit noticeable saturation patterns or artifacts-and were therefore also included in the fitting.
Methodology
Camera response model
A camera imaging sensor, or focal plane array (FPA), consists of a multitude of light-sensing pixels. These pixels, though similar, inevitably have small differences in operational conditions (such as temperature) or manufacturing variations (such as material composition or physical size). These disparities cause each pixel to have a slightly different response to the same incident radiant power, resulting in spatially non-uniform signals that degrade the final image through FPN. It is often convenient to describe each pixel's response function as the sum of several contributors [25] :
where DL Σ represents the pixel's raw output signal, G represents the pixel responsivity (also 'gain' or 'slope'), R is a quantity that represents the incident radiation (including the object, optics and stray), BF is the pixel's offset non-uniformity (spatially varying over the FPA), and V is temporally-varying additive noise. The BF term represents the bias frame, that is, the signal at the absence of incoming radiation. The offset contribution of FPN is assumed to vary slowly enough such that it can be considered a part of BF.
The present work considers only steady state phenomena, namely those where the expected value of the signal can be estimated accurately. Under the assumption that V is zeromean white Gaussian noise, it can be eliminated in a pixelwise manner via averaging:
where E (·) is the expected value operator, approximated by a per-pixel ensemble average over a series of consecutive readings in time. From this point on, all DL are treated as implicitly time-averaged and the E (·) operator is omitted. Each spatially varying property can be equivalently expressed by a spatial mean and the deviation from it, according to
Non-uniformity correction (NUC) approach
At this point, the next logical step would be finding matrices G i,j and BF i,j explicitly. However, the vast majority of literature on the subject circumvents this need by normalizing the response of all pixels and recovering R through a single valued function: Note: A slight discrepancy exists between the declared filter central wavelength and value computed from the published shape. This work uses the latter. In order to normalize the response of one pixel to another, equations (7) and (8) can be combined to yield
(9) Assuming α i,j and β i,j in (9) are invariant unknown matrices, they can be recovered using reference measurements. This constitutes the foundation of the method known as non-uniformity correction (NUC). The most common implementation of NUC employs two reference measurements (interpolation anchors), earning it the name 'two-point NUC' or 'two-point correction'. Variants of the technique work with references differing by either irradiance magnitudes ('NUC-R') or integration times ('NUC-IT').
Regardless, these reference images should arise from objects producing spatially uniform irradiance and their total exposure (represented by DL) must bound the subsequent measurements of interest. Let DL L i,j and DL U i,j denote the lowerand upper-reference images, respectively:
Then, these matrices can be used to correct the offset and slope of any intermediate signal levels, DL L < DL < DL U . The accuracy of this approach hinges on assumptions about the coefficients α i,j and β i,j , depending on the type of references used. If references differ by their radiant flux (NUC-R), α i,j and β i,j must be independent of irradiance. Similarly, when NUC-IT is used, coefficient dependence on integration times must not occur. In reality, although the bias frame components can be considered fixed, the pixel responsivity is known to be a nonlinear function of both R and IT [7, 26] . In recent works, attempts have been made to reduce this linearization error by using more than two reference points with piecewise-linear functions [27] , higher order polynomials [28] and other nonlinear schemes [29] .
Moreover, due to the inherent time drift of FPN, these twopoint NUC corrections need to be updated. A common practice in literature is periodically acquiring a single reference image, which is assumed to account for the small deviations in offset correction. However, the coefficients of bias and gain corrections are coupled (equations (10) and (11)), and therefore modifying solely one of the matrices introduces additional error, detrimental to quantitative measurements.
In general, several shortcomings can be identified in NUC. Firstly, the reference sources at all exitance values are assumed to be perfectly homogenous-something virtually impossible in practice. Secondly, the pixel response function is known to be nonlinear, the linearization of which is an approximation which introduces errors. Thirdly, due to lack of a quantitative relation between NUC coefficients of different exposure ranges, image fusion is not possible and this limits the obtainable tonal fidelity (i.e. bit depth of the resulting data). Finally, changes in the scene or operational conditions (especially the temperature of the camera body or the optical elements) might require periodic readjustment of the NUC, which in turn necessitates having a reference radiator nearby and suspending acquisition-resulting in a practical disadvantage [30] . Thus, the method's claim of conveniently bringing all pixels to a linear and uniform response curve becomes questionable.
Direct response characterization (DRC) approach
In order to acquire high-fidelity radiation flux data, one can consider a direct approach of estimating matrices G i,j and BF i,j in equation (6) via investigation of the camera response function. In this document, this method is referred to as the 'direct response characterization' (DRC) approach.
The detector gain depends on the total incoming radiation and on the exposure duration [7] ,
It is important to note that P, and thus the 'gain' of each pixel, is coupled with R. For the purposes of the current investigation, P(R) is treated as an unknown constant (per pixel, per experiment) that has to be recovered alongside R. Substituting equation (12) into (6) and rearranging,
where the LHS contains only measurable quantities; and the RHS contains the chosen IT, and the unknowns R and P. Directly measuring the bias frame term (BF) is theoretically possible by setting either R ≈ 0 or IT ≈ 0, as evident from equation (13) . The former is impractical, as it requires no radiation exchange to occur between the detector and its surroundings; this is only possible when the camera is placed in a 77 K enclosure. In contrast, IT approaching zero can be attained quite easily by setting its value to the lowest allowed by the camera. This naturally leads to the notion of directly measuring the bias frame (or at least a close approximation thereof). However, cameras usually only output unsigned (nonnegative) values, while the true bias can be either positive or negative.
In literature, assigning the output bound values to any measurements outside the device range is referred to as 'observation censoring'. Figure 3 demonstrates the image of the closed lens at IT = 0.2 µs and its histogram. Clear left-censoring of the data is evident from the measured histogram (in blue), which exhibits a large accumulation of values in the 0-bin. On the image, the spatial distribution of these pixels is visualized in white. Evidently, the direct measurement of the bias frame produces many wrong values, in this case 13% of the total FPA area. If such an image is used to offset-denoise, many pixels will not benefit from the image subtraction. Hence, the bias frame cannot be acquired directly, but must be obtained by other means.
Considering that the bias frame is inherently a part of all images, it can be estimated using a series of two or more readings taken at different IT settings, where negative value censoring does not occur. In the current setup, the minimal IT for which the output frame consists completely of positive values is about 100 µs. Then, the bias frame is computed via the following algorithm:
1. For each pixel, let {IT} {IT 1 , . . . , IT N } be the set of selected integration times and {DL} {DL 1 , . . . , DL N } the corresponding set of measured signals, where N 2. 2. The value of P in equation (13) is chosen 1 by the user. 3. The measurements are expressed as a system of linear equations, reducing to a 1st degree polynomial in IT P according to equation (13):
4. At each pixel, the least-squares estimates BF and R are obtained from the system in equation (14) using the ordinary least squares estimator:
5. Next, the pixels whose values are positive in the image at IT ≈ 0 are selected, and their mean difference from the corresponding values in BF is computed. 6. Finally, this mean difference is subtracted from BF.
Alternatively, if several choices of P are compared, the BF corresponding to P yielding the smallest absolute mean difference is selected.
Thereby, each pixel in the multi-IT dataset is fitted with its own equation (equation (13)), resulting in individual additive offset terms that constitute the bias frame. This reconstruction procedure enables the recovery of the negative offsets, and can be fully automated and performed as part of the camera startup.
The image quality improvement associated with switching from a directly-measured to a reconstructed bias frame can be quantified by comparing the 2D total variation (TV) norms of the two alternative subtrahends, DL − BF IT≈0 TV and
, where DL represents any unsaturated image; and the total variation is approximated by the sum of firstorder forward differences,
(16) The impact of bias frame subtraction on the TV norms was tested on experimentally obtained dark frames at mean signal levels between 1000-10 000, summarized in table 2. Compared to the magnitude of the TV norm for the raw image, reductions of 16-75% were achieved after subtracting BF IT≈0 . When using BF for this purpose, larger reductions of 17-85% were observed. The improvement is more pronounced for low-DL images, where the BF signal is relatively more significant.
Unlike NUC that requires images of different total exposure, the suggested alternative utilizes a model of the pixel response function and a sufficient number of distinct-IT frames (for a given R; so that equation (14) is at least determined). In order to negate the Narcissus effect, dark frame subtraction should also be employed.
Image fusion
Regardless of the data acquisition method (NUC or DRC), in order to increase the dynamic range, resolution, and SNR comparison of histograms for a measured and a reconstructed bias frame. When measured directly, negative offsets are fixed to zero. The lost information is recovered via computations using images at larger ITs.
of the object signal, it is desirable to conduct image fusion between multi-IT exposures (modern cameras allow this acquisition to be conducted simultaneously).
The fusion technique employed herein is a parametric fitting of DL values obtained at different IT settings [7] , in order to resolve radiation flux and integration-time-nonlinearity of each pixel (R and P in equation (13)). Implementation is especially suitable for the DRC approach, for which a fused photoquantity can be directly achieved by solving a log-linear optimization problem of the form:
For a set of ITs (IT 1 , . . . , IT N ) and the corresponding DLs (DL 1 , . . . , DL N ), the following system of equations is formed:
The solution of such an optimization problem yields the estimates R and P . In this study, the system is solved by a weighted least squares method:
This formulation allows specifying different weights (W ) for measurements via left-multiplication of both sides of equation (18) by a diagonal N × N matrix. Previous literature discusses different weighting approaches in other image fusion schemes [19, 31] . As the primary focus of the present investigation is the comparison of different fusion strategies, a simple and effective weighting is chosen based on SNR:
where the SNR function in equation (4) is found empirically. Regardless, the ensuing R values are biased due to the presence of the dark frame radiation in all measurements, which creates an integration-time-dependent digital-level offset. Since the presence of the dark frame signal cannot be ignored, it must be negated to accurately estimate the radiance from the object-of-interest ( R OBJ ). In other words, assuming the stray radiation to be negligible, the total radiation flux ( R T ) can be perceived as the superposition of R OBJ and the radiance of the optical elements ( R DF ):
In the scenario of R T R DF , the R DF term is insignificant. However, in a non-specific measurement scenario, R DF is not inherently negligible. In order to measure R DF , prior literature intuitively considers acquiring a dark frame image by covering the camera lens, and using the same integration time setting as in the scene image [19] . Hereinafter, integration time settings shared among the multi-IT scene and dark frame images are denoted by [ 
Subtracting the dark frame signal (DL DF ) from the scene frame signal (DL T ) yields
Rearranging the terms,
(23) Equation (23) consists only of object-induced DL signal, if
holds; in which case, it can be solved using the system described in equation (18) . This can be an adequate assumption only when measuring weak radiation fluxes (roomtemper ature objects), where R T ≈ R DF . However, for intermediate levels of R T , equation (24) can no longer be considered valid [7] . Therefore, a generalized methodology for evaluating R DF is also explored. By acquiring two separate multi-IT datasets, one for the scene and one for the dark frame, equation (18) can be applied on each dataset to obtain R T and R DF , respectively. Then, for any target radiation level, R OBJ is obtained directly from equation (21) . This method appears more desirable as no assumptions on P, R or IT are necessary. Moreover, the datasets for R T and R DF are independent, allowing to choose appropriate sets of IT values in order to maximize SNR (figure 2). Thenceforth, the choice of dark frame ITs independent of the scene image set is denoted by [ 
Seemingly, the aforementioned image fusion techniques can only be applied to data acquired by the DRC approach. In NUC, the transformation applied to DL values in equation (9) introduces a bias that breaks the DL power-law dependence on IT. Therefore, equations (17) and (18) are no longer applicable, which deprives the subsequent image fusion of efficacy. In order to comparatively benchmark quantitative image fusion in NUC, the basic procedure is augmented with an additional subtraction stage. As a result, the subtrahend consists of a dark frame undergoing NUC using the same reference interpolation anchors, figure 4 . This allows elimination of the offset β term appearing in equation (9) . In reality, this process is not flawless. As the 'cold' reference no longer has smaller pixel values than the dark frame being corrected, NUC performs extrapolation rather than interpolation. Nevertheless, the resulting dark frame is the only subtrahend compatible with the scene image. The ensuing unbiased object image fits the model in equation (23), and when repeated for several IT settings, results in a set that can be fused using equation (18) . This 'augmented NUC' (ANUC) data fusion has the implicit assumption of constant P in equation (24) and cannot be used to gather independent photoquantity information for the dark frame and the scene image, as required for equation (21) . The acquisition techniques that produce fusible data are summarized as
requires that scene and dark frames are captured separately, without any additional references.
• 'Augmented NUC' (ANUC)-This method requires two reference flat-field images for computing pixelwise correction coefficients (equations (9)- (11)), which are applied separately to the scene and the dark frames, figure 4 . References are chosen such that one induces lower DL values throughout the object of interest, and the other induces higher values.
⚬ ANUC R -In this variant, the IT of the camera is fixed and the reference targets are realized by a large-area black body radiator heated to two different temperatures, one colder and one hotter than the expected object temper ature. ⚬ ANUC IT -In this variant, the reference flat field radiation is kept constant (realized by keeping a black body radiator temperature steady), and the IT of the camera is varied to obtain a dimmer and a brighter reference.
The subsequent image fusion techniques can be categorized as figure 5 , this approach requires the scene (DL T ) and dark frame (DL DF ) images to be taken at the same ITs, [IT = ]. The dark frames are then subtracted from the scene frames in the DL domain (according to equation (23)). Since both the dark and scene frames contain the bias frame contribution (and assuming the dark frames are not critically underexposed), the bias frame is inherently eliminated through this image subtraction. The subtracted images are fused to obtain the photoquantity R OBJ in equation (18) . In this approach, the operation of fusion is only performed once per dataset. This image fusion method is compliant with both DRC and the two type of ANUC acquisitions.
• 'Fuse-then-subtract' (FTS)-Illustrated in figure 6 , this technique requires knowledge of the bias frame. Obtained via the algorithm described in section 3.3, the bias frame is explicitly subtracted from all acquired images (scene and dark frames alike). The scene frames and the dark frames are obtained at independently selected ITs,
Image fusion is performed twice according to equation (18)-once for the scene frames and once for the dark frames. Then, the two fused photoquantities of R T and R DF are subtracted according to equation (21) to yield the object contribution. This image fusion method is compatible only with DRC acquisition.
Generation of synthetic measurements
It is plausible that the effect of some of the aforementioned factors on the final radiation flux estimate is quite subtle. In a typical measurement scenario, the object radiation is unknown, so the 'quality' of the data processing result is assessed using a 'no-reference' approach. Two popular examples of no-reference image quality metrics are the total variation (TV) norm, popularized due to its usefulness in image denoising [32, 33] , and the 'blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator' (BRISQUE) [34] . However, these no-reference techniques are designed to mimic subjective human perception of image quality, and are not as useful for quantitative evaluation of images representing an object's true radiance. Thus, fairly comparing the performance of different image fusion algorithms becomes a nearly impossible task. Therefore, in order to assess the fidelity of the reconstructed images, a reference image that represents the ground-truth must be available. This is possible using synthetic data, whereby the performance of different algorithms can easily be compared and contrasted. The basis for creating synthetic images lies in accurately reproducing all terms ( R, G, BF, V(t)) appearing in equation (5). The radiation flux term ( R) consists of a superposition of object radiation, stray radiation and self-radiation of the imaging system, as shown in figure 1. Virtually any matrix can represent object radiation, but it is beneficial to consider images with several clearly-delimited regions of different intensity. Figure 7 demonstrates the configuration considered as synthetic ground-truth image. This image can be perceived as a constant-temperature object with two regions of distinct emissivity. The sharp features of the target were intended to make it easy to visually discern radiation flux related effects.
The synthetic dark frame used in the investigation is based on measurements from the current optical setup. A realistic dark frame is determined experimentally via the FTS procedure, figure 8(a) . In following, capturing the key features of the image, as well as the range of R DF (typical dark frame radiation), an approximate reconstruction is generated using vector graphics, figure 8(b) .
The stray radiation is rather difficult to quantify and depends highly on the particular measurement environment. There exist guidelines in literature to assess whether the contrib ution of the stray radiation to the total measured signal can be neglected [14] . In most laboratory conditions, this factor is insignificant and therefore not simulated in the scope of the present analysis.
The contribution of pixel responsivity (G) to the groundtruth image is computed by employing equation (12) , where P(R) is a monotonously decreasing 2nd degree polynomial,
with empirically determined coefficient values of [7] . IT values are chosen based upon the saturation limit of the physical detector, such that the highest R in the ground truth image is converted into a DL of 12 000.
In order to simulate a bias frame, a row vector (length of frame width) is generated from a non-zero-mean uniform distribution. Then, the vector is replicated vertically to match the size of the FPA detector. Finally, the matrix is blended with an image of zero-mean Gaussian noise and is rescaled, figure 9 . The resulting synthetic bias frame image is portrayed in figure 10(a) . In order to assess the quality of its representation, the experimental best estimate is reconstructed using the algorithm in section 3.3, yielding figure 10(b) . Comparing the two bias frames, a good agreement is observed both visually and in terms of pixel value distributions, figure 10(c). The small difference between the histograms of the real bias frame and the synthetic frame is the result of the decreasing responsiveness of the detector to stronger radiations, skewing the distribution [15] . For the present work, this effect is deemed inconsequential. Figure 6 . Illustration of the 'fuse-then-subtract' scheme. During acquisition, scene, bias and dark frames are obtained using independently selected integration times. The bias frame is subtracted from all acquisitions prior to the synthesis of fused images. Finally, the fused dark and scene frames are subtracted according to equation (21) . Illustration of the 'subtract-then-fuse' scheme. During acquisition, dark frames are captured using the exact same settings (in terms of exposure duration) as the scene frames. Subtracted in DL domain, the image fusion is performed once according to equation (18) .
Lastly, capturing the effect of time-varying noise in measurements, V(t), every synthetic frame is superimposed with random samples from a standard normal distribution, scaled individually by the local pixel value, according to equation (3):
where N (µ, σ) denotes the normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation of σ.
Having characterized all elements in the camera response function, figure 11 summarizes the process of generating synthetic measurements. Initially, two R images are created: the dark frame, and the object frame superimposed with the dark frame. The allowable DL is set, and according to the particular pixel response model, the set of integration times is determined. The DL values associated with the scene frames are computed, and in order to accommodate both image fusion methods, the dark frames are created at [IT = ] and [IT ∆ ]. Then, pseudo-random noise maps are generated and added to the DL frames. Finally, the bias frame is added to every image, and the resulting values are rounded to the nearest integer. To reflect the analog nature of the information transfer, double precision is maintained up until the final output, where quantization to 16-bit unsigned integers takes place. The resulting synthetic images emulate real experimental data faithfully, allowing fair comparison of different processing schemes.
Results
Comparison of processing techniques
In order to quantitatively assess the difference between different image fusion techniques, a series of representative synth etic DL images is generated based on the emissivity map in figure 7 , and processed to yield R estimates. 
where A = 14 583, B = 4144, and C = 6.299 (setup-specific fitted constants) and T is the radiometric temperature of a black body in (K) [7, 14] . The resulting R value is multiplied by the emissivity map, and the dark frame is superimposed. Then, the upper and lower R bounds are converted back to brightness temperature via the calibration in equation (27) and rounded away from their mean to the nearest multiple of 5. At this stage, with all the ground-truth and reference images present, different acquisition and fusion schemes can be contrasted. For an example case of n IT = 4, n avg = 128, T = 600
• C, figure 12 portrays the relative percent error (∆R/R GT , where ∆R =R − R GT ) resulting from the four different methods discussed: ANUC R -STF, ANUC IT -STF, DRC-STF, and DRC-FTS. At first glance, the error histograms appear to be zero-mean, indicating that bulk of the offset signal corresponding to parasitic dark frame radiation is correctly removed in all methods. Moreover, for all cases, most of the error is bound within ±0.5%, suggesting that all considered image fusion techniques are able to cope with random noise reasonably well. However, images visually exhibit varying degrees of corruption, and in fact only the DRC-FTS error (shown in figure 12(a) ) appears to be without any spatial features.
According to the model presented in equation (21), the deviation from the ground truth can only be due to propagation of noise in estimating R T and R DF . The next best image is of the DRC-STF case, shown in figure 12(b) . The fundamental difference in STF from FTS is performing dark frame subtraction in the image acquisition domain (DL), instead of the radiation flux domain (R). This practice results in increased error, part of which is plainly visible in the figure as vertical lines. In order to isolate the source of this effect, the information presented in the histogram is analyzed with further scrutiny. As the target consists of two distinct radiation intensities, the error expected from the SNR model (figure 2) is a superposition of two normal distributions. Decomposing the distribution is possible by segmenting the fusion outputs according to the emissivity map (figure 7), and tagging pixels as belonging to either the high-or the low-R set, figure 13 . Noticeably, the left tail of both regions extends into negative error values, an effect much more pronounced in the low-R region. Fitting of a Gaussian using a maximum likelihood scheme to the entire low-R data yields the dashed line representing N (−2.05, 8.07), which completely fails to capture the shape of the distribution. However, when the tails are excluded, a much more accurate representation of the main lobe shape is achieved via N (−0.0176, 0.658) (the solid line). A reasonable cut-on value can be found by estimating the parameters of the histogram based only on the positive errors' side that is absent of tails, then setting the lower inclusion limit to μ − 3σ. Thus, for the STF case, negative error outliers are below −0.6% and −2% in the high-and low-R regions respectively. When visualizing the location of these outlying pixels on the emissivity map ( figure 14(a) ), a clear vertical-line pattern is visible. This image is contrasted with bias frame DL values below a negative threshold of −57, a value chosen such that the number of highlighted pixels is preserved, figure 14(b) . The similarity between the two resulting patterns is evident. Therefore, the persisting error in the STF processing method appears to stem from the insufficient cancellation of the bias frame offset. Since the dark frame acquisition ITs are identical to the values chosen for the hot target (IT = ), the dark frames are underexposed with some DL values close (or equal) to 0. In turn, this introduces additional errors into R calculated through the STF method.
Until now, only results from DRC acquisitions have been discussed. Exploring the option of conducting image fusion of augmented NUC data, figures 12(c) and (d) portray the errors of the reconstructed radiation for data collection through ANUC R and ANUC IT respectively. In both cases, histograms appear wider compared to the DRC results, with corresponding noisier overall appearance of the images themselves. In addition to the inherent shortcomings of STF, NUC introduces an additional assumption of signal linearity between two interpolation anchors, when in reality the camera response is nonlinear with respect to both R and IT (equation (13)). Therefore, the choice of references significantly affects the fusion inputs, and the resulting radiation estimates. Moreover, the fusion quality of ANUC images is further limited by the requirement of extrapolation when correcting for the dark frame, and by spatial averaging of DL data which mixes information and errors amongst unrelated pixels. Within the cases investigated, the worst method appears to result from STF being conducted over images with ANUC IT acquisition. In figure 12(d) , a gradient is evident in the image indicating that the methodology has failed to negate the dark frame contribution.
In order to quantitatively compare and summarize the performance of the various techniques, the error in radiation estimates is computed at 200 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C, and characterized by separate Gaussian distribution parameters for the low and high flux regions (table 3) . For all considered cases, Figure 11 . Generation of synthetic measurements. Initially, ground-truth images of the object and the dark frame are loaded in units of R. Then, optimal ITs are computed for the scene and dark frames using a model for DL(IT,R). Finally, multiple DL reading per IT are generated using equation (5), superimposed with additive noise and a known bias frame, and finally converted to 16-bit unsigned integer (uint16) precision. the DRC-FTS method consistently has the lowest µ and σ values, indicating superior performance. Moreover, FTS is unaffected by the BF-related artifacts appearing in the 600 °C case, evidenced by the orders of magnitude difference in µ and σ in contrast to the other techniques.
Having established the benefits of FTS, its analysis is extended to a larger simulation matrix containing additional combination of averaging settings (n avg ), and numbers of IT (n IT ). In order to reliably compare the resulting data, it is helpful to use a 'global' measure of image fidelity such as L 2 norm, where no preference is given to any specific region: Figure 15 shows the computed values of the R − R GT norm for a set of simulations using the FTS method. Evidently, an increased number of averaged images consistently reduces the norms, an expected observation due to the diminishing effect of random noise at high averaging settings. Moreover, an increase in n IT consistently improves the estimates, as the fusion fits become further overdetermined. Finally, the L 2 norm positively correlates with the increase in temperature, due to larger absolute error values.
Experimental validation
In order to further substantiate the findings of the synthetic investigation, benchmark experimental measurements were conducted using a large-area AST CALsys 500BB black body radiator at 400 °C (emissivity: 0.95 ± 0.01, stability: ±1.0 °C). The black body was modified by removing a metallic ring surrounding the radiating surface to reduce reflections. Absent of a ground truth for referencing, the performances of different data reduction techniques were compared against the configuration considered to be of the highest integrity. Based upon the synthetic analysis, the FTS technique was regarded as the baseline with minimum error propagation. The only additional contributor is the stray radiation, previously ignored in synthetic data analysis. Experimentally, the impact of stray radiation can be mitigated by conducting dark frame acquisition after positioning the radiation obstructing barrier at the target (BAT). However, this requires access and proximity to the observed object, which is not possible in many applications, a constraint forcing one to put the barrier at the camera (BAC). In other words, a dark frame obtained in the BAC position, DF BAC , is more practical for most acquisition scenarios. But, it does not include the effect of stray radiation, unlike a dark frame obtained at the BAT position, DF BAT . Therefore, owing to the combination of properties characterized by the smallest deviation from true-value, FTS/BAT data was treated as the experimental reference. In this context, the experimental comparison focused on the choice of fusion strategy (STF versus FTS) in the more realistic scenario of BAC. The resulting R values were compared to the presumed reference of FTS/BAT. Images were acquired with their associated dark frames at both BAC and BAT at 8 ITs each, where IT = and IT ∆ were in the 60−480 µs and 700−5600 µs ranges, respectively. Figure 16 (a) presents R values obtained under FTS/BAT, which is treated as the ground-truth. The target is composed of two distinct R regions: a high-flux region, representing the highly emissive temperature-controlled surface of the black body with R mostly in the 25-35 range; and a low-flux region, representing the near-room-temperature radiator body with R values in the range of 0-5. The pyramidal pattern, typical for black bodies of this type, is well-resolved. Brighter patches in the top and right edges are associated with the view factor effects. More importantly, lack of gross spatial noise is evident. Considering this case as the reference, the absolute estimation error in R when performing FTS/BAC is presented in figure 16(b) . Despite introducing the impact of stray radiation into the estimated signal, the error magnitude is less than order of 10 −2 . Mostly random, it exhibits no difference between high-and low-R regions. In the current experimental setup, this confirms the insignificance of stray radiation as a major contributor to the measured signal.
In contrast to the absolute error of FTS/BAC (shown in figure 16(b) ), figure 17(a) presents the relative percent error in R. The noticeable effect is the larger relative error in the low R region of the image. This is to be expected since the ITs are chosen such that the brightest pixels are captured best. Nevertheless, the characteristic error is less than 0.25%. Comparing the findings with the alternate image fusion technique, figure 17(b) portrays the relative error in R for the STF/ BAC case, characterized by much larger error values-up to 45%. Moreover, apparent in the image is a noticeable verticalline pattern, associated with bias frame. Finally, the relative errors magnitude of FTS/BAC and STF/BAC are depicted in figure 18 in the form of histograms. Clearly visible, the typical error values are greater by two orders of magnitude in the STF methodology. This demonstrates the benefit of the FTS strategy, especially for targets containing a large radiation range.
Summary and conclusions
Fusing images obtained at different exposure times is a known technique for increasing tonal fidelity. This work contrasted different novel approaches for image fusion in the context of At the stage of data acquisition, the commonly accepted version of the non-uniformity correction (NUC) is demonstrated to be inherently incompatible with quantitative image fusion, as it lacks relations between correction coefficients of different total-exposure ranges. In order to alleviate this issue, an 'augmented' NUC (ANUC) procedure is suggested, where a separate dark frame is acquired under the same settings, followed by subtraction that brings these measurements to a radiometrically consistent scale. Alternatively, a new data acquisition method is proposed, based on direct camera response characterization (DRC) and isolation of the independent contributors to the output signal. This method allows recovering the bias frame explicitly, and reduces parasite signals as well as fixed-pattern noise. Moreover, in contrast to NUC, the detector nonlinearity is intrinsically modeled on a per pixel basis absent of repetitive referencing. Avoiding averaging operations and having flexibility to set integration times, the new acquisition procedure achieves better SNR, lower absolute error, fewer spatial artifacts and an increased tonal resolution of up to 64-bit per pixel (from 14-bit source images).
Independent of the acquisition method, image fusion combines differently exposed data to yield a radiometrically meaningful 'photoquantity' R that is uniquely convertible to brightness temperature. In this investigation, two novel image fusion techniques are considered. High dynamic range 4 8 12 Number of ITs imaging is performed such that no pixel in the region of interest is ever saturated, but some might be underexposed. Fused image pixels contain appropriately weighted information from all ITs. Therefore, the resulting radiation estimates are potentially more accurate. Compatible with both ANUC and DRC, the 'subtractthen-fuse' (STF) technique considers image subtraction in the camera output domain, which eliminates the bias frame contribution common to both the dark and scene frames. Assuming that the total exposure nonlinearity coefficient is a radiation independent constant, multi-IT data is fused through optimization of the coefficients in the camera response model. In contrast, the 'fuse-then-subtract' (FTS) technique reconstructs the bias frame explicitly; conducting image fusion independently for the dark and the scene frames, the radiation contributions are subtracted in the photoquantity domain. By this way, no assumption is required about the total exposure nonlinearity coefficient, making the procedure equally valid for high-, low-and varying-emissivity or temperature targets.
In order to quantitatively assess the fidelity of different photoquantity reconstructions through image fusion, synthetic data is generated according to realistic approximations of various camera response contributors. Then, for both ANUC and DRC type acquisitions, FPA response is simulated for reference scenes. With differing uniform temperatures of vastly varying emissivity surfaces, different IT vector lengths and temporal averaging settings are considered. In all cases, the novel image fusion through both STF and FTS successfully yields reconstruction errors bound within ±0.5% of the true value.
Conversely, except for FTS technique which is only applicable to DRC acquisitions, all images exhibited varying degrees of corruption with prominent spatial features. Analyzing the source of this error, it is concluded that STF insufficiently negates the contribution of self-radiation. This stems from the limitation of the method to constrained integration time during acquisition, which results in underexposed dark frames. Moreover, when data is acquired through ANUC, additional errors are introduced due to an inherent assumption of signal linearity between two interpolation anchors, and the requirement of extrapolation when correcting the dark frame. Lastly, the findings are experimentally validated, where the FTS image fusion technique demonstrates deviation from the reference two orders of magnitude less than the STF method. Improving the signal to noise ratio, the direct response characterization method allows acquisitions at higher integration times, since it does not require the accommodation of reference measurements at the margins of the dynamic range. Moreover, fuse-then-subtract method resolves the dark frame, further improving the final radiance estimates.
In conclusion, the applicability of quantitative IR image blending is demonstrated by two novel acquisition and fusion methods, and results in high-accuracy radiance estimates.
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